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Integrating Advanced Legal Research
Standard 601

☐ A law school shall maintain a law library that is an active and responsive force in the educational life of the law school. A law library’s effect support of the school’s teaching, scholarship, research and service programs requires a direct, continuing, and informed relationship with the faculty.
What sort of things would you like the Library to do:

☐ to support your teaching
☐ to support your scholarship
☐ to support your research
☒ to support your service programs
Take 10 minutes to brainstorm:

☐ Group One
   ■ Support faculty teaching
   ■ Support faculty scholarship

☐ Group Two
   ■ Support faculty research
   ■ Support faculty service
Charleston School of Law

Welcome to the Sol Blatt Jr. Law Library Catalog!

Welcome to our new online catalog.

Begin your search here: Power Search

Select a search type and enter your criteria:

- Word(s)
- Title
- Author

AND

Go

Additional Search Types

Simple Search

Simple Search enables you to search using a 'keyword' or 'phrase'.

Browse Search

Browse Search allows you to search by a specific category such as 'Author', 'Title', 'Subject', etc. Search results appear in alphabetical order beginning with the nearest field.
Standard 606

(a) The law library shall provide a core collection of essential materials accessible in the law library.
Interpretation 606-5:

A law library core collection shall include the following:
(1) all reported federal court decisions and reported decisions of the highest appellate court of each state;
(2) **all federal codes and session laws, and at least one current annotated code for each state**;
(3) **all** current published treaties and international agreements of the United States;

- Hein Treaties and Other International Agreements
(4) all current published regulations (codified and uncodified) of the federal government and the codified regulations of the state in which the law school is located;
(5) those federal and state administrative decisions appropriate to the programs of the law school;

☐ Cassidy Digital Law Library collection (3000 titles)

☐ LLMC

☐ Matthew Bender
Cassidy Cat
Digital Law Library
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Are you trying to harness the power of the Internet by keeping a list of Legal Research Websites?

By Evelyn Rouse

You are? That’s great!

But do you have the time to do URL-checking and fix broken and redirected links too?

We check them and fix them. We also add new sites every month and build them into MARC21 records with hotlinks and subject access to integrate with your library’s catalog or OPAC!

CassidyCat’s Digital Law Library™
3000+ legal research websites Evaluated by Law Librarians & Attorneys for: Authenticity • Functionality • Stability • Currency • Accessibility Available by Subscription with Monthly Updates! Just $600 gets you started; $125 for Updates

Here’s what one reviewer had to say about CassidyCat’s Digital Law Library™:
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Digital Law Library

(6) U.S. Congressional materials appropriate to the programs of the law school;

☐ Lexis/Nexis Universe
☐ Lexis/Nexis Historical
☐ Lexis/Nexis CRS
☐ LLMC
☐ Doc w/o Shelves – Marchive
Documents Without Shelves

Documents Without Shelves provides libraries like yours an automatic way to receive MARC records containing the URL/PURL addresses of government documents on the web. You will receive hundreds of new records customized for your local system automatically every month.

If you load these records into an Online Public Access Catalog with the ability to launch directly from a URL/PURL address to the website, your patrons will be able to hotlink directly to the full text.

To see a list of literature available, including a detailed description of Documents Without Shelves, click here.

For a file of six sample records, click here. Note that the records are in MARC format. The sample includes records originally cataloged in paper and also available in other physical formats. A serial record is included. All records have 856 fields which link to the actual document. We can customize the records according to your specifications.

For more information, please contact Joan Chapa at jchapa@mencive.com or call her at 1-800-531-7678.
(7) significant secondary works necessary to support the programs

- Making of the Modern Law
- 18th Century Collection Online
- Serial Solutions E-Portal
- Cassidy Lexis/Westlaw treatises
- History Ebooks, Ebrary, Netlibrary, Questia, Patron Driven Access, EBL
- LLMC
Patron Driven Acquisition

Patron Driven Acquisition is a purchasing model that ensures usage of every eBook you acquire. Through this model, your users have access to a selection of eBooks from NetLibrary. Users have an option to view the selected titles but your purchases are made only when a specific title has been accessed. Patron Driven Acquisition ensures you have the titles your users need.

With Patron Driven Acquisition, you define your overall collection development strategy and maintain complete control over the types of titles available to your users. A profile for each collection dictates what type of content you'll make available, through specific definitions such as LCC/DDC ranges, subject headings, publication date ranges, publishers and price ranges per title.

Maintain complete control of your collection
Because you've set the overall strategy through your profile, you maintain complete control of your collection. Users simply select specific titles within the defined collection parameters—through their accesses. If you have a limited budget, you can also set a predefined spending limit for your Patron Driven Acquisition. Once you hit your limit, automatic access is disabled. An OCLC service representative will then contact you to help explore your options.

Patron Driven Acquisition benefits

- Easy acquisition—it's automatic
Ebooks Corporation Launches EBL

In collaboration with leading university and research libraries and major academic publishers, Ebooks Corporation recently launched Ebook Library (EBL), a new ebook lending platform that delivers a rapidly expanding catalog of ebooks to academic and research libraries.

EBL aims to extend digital lending capabilities, enable greater availability of books to greater number of students and deliver real cost savings and convenience to libraries and book publishers.

EBL draws on extensive experience in print and digital publishing, and on advice from respected members of the library, publishing and technology communities. The result is a new approach to ebook lending that integrates seamlessly with library workflows, provides an intuitive interface for flexible purchase and lending.

So what’s Different about EBL?
All your favorite titles, just one click away

Now you can provide your patrons with a customized online collection of leading titles from our high-quality, authoritative, scholarly products—accessible from any computer, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Access 3,000 titles—and the collection is growing!

- The simple, intuitive interface and Boolean search capability enables users to find information quickly, while notes and bookmarks can be stored by individual users.
- MARC records offer direct-to-resource linking from catalog.
- Pricing is available for single titles, self-selected titles, and collections.

Put Greenwood eBooks to work in your library. To experience a free trial, click here.
Federated Searching

- EOS and WebFeat and added 8 full text databases for simultaneous searching.
(8) those tools, ... necessary to identify primary and secondary legal information.

- ProQuest
- Infotrac One
- Shepards Online
- Keycite via West
- ILP, ILP Retrospective, Legal Trac
Brainstorming: How and When to Teach Legal Research
Take 10 minutes
Report of the group
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